ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, fractional Brownian motion (FBM) model has been widely applied to a large number of natural shapes and phenomena that used to be repre sented by the traditional autoregressive moving aver age (ARMA) models. For digital applications, we must sample the FBM. The sampled FBM will be termed as discrete-time fractional Brownian motion (DFBM). However, the nonstationality of DFBM is not suitable for application. Meanwhile, the increment of DFBM, referred to as discrete-time fraction Gaussian noise (DFGN), is stationary and the probability density func tion (PDF) is jointly Gaussian. In many applications, the DFGN is used to estimate the parameter Hurst ex ponent H in order to discriminate among the data derived [1] [2] . Hurst exponent is confined in the reReceived: Oct. 17, 2001; accepted: Nov. 12, 2001 Correspondence: Shyang Chang, Professor Department of Electrical Engineering National Tsing Hua Univerrsity, Hsinchu, Taiwan E-mail: shyang@ee.nthu.edu.tw gion (0,l). Furthermore, this parameter possesses the relation H = 2 -D with D , the fractal dimension [3] . Many estimators [4] - [12] have been presented to estimate this parameter D , i.e., the fractal dimension, which can be used to describe how rough a curve is. A curve is more smooth if D is closer to 1 in dimen sion. A curve is more rough if D is closer to 2 in dimension.
Since the PDF of DFGN is jointly Gaussian, we can easily derive the entropy with Hurst parameter. This entropy is also suitable for the description of many real signals. In this work, we will use this prop erty on DFGN to discriminate between the EMGs of the intact rats and the SCI ones. This paper is organized as follows. Some termi nologies and preliminaries are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive the entropy property. In Seclion 4, we apply the property to FMG signals. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5. (2) It is obvious that FBM is a time-dependent proc ess. However, the increments of FBM are strict sense stationary (SSS), known as fractional Gaussian noise (FGN). For convenience, CO will be omitted in this paper. When FBM is sampled and the sampled FBM will be called DFBM. Another counterpart, DFGN is obtained from the increment of DFBM. For conven ience, they are defined as follows: 
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Terminologies and Preliminaries
where o 1 is the variance of x H [n\ [6] . The ACF, r w |A:J, behaves asymptotically as k , which de cays hyperbolically to zero other than exponentially. This property shows that DFGN possesses long-term correlation, which is easy to model certain complex processes by using one simple parameter. According to [6] , 113], FGN possesses numerous important and use ful properties. They can be rewritten as follows:
1)FGN has a zero mean.
2)FGN is a strict sense stationary process.
3)£R(0-B,M)=v H {t 2 -tT
where F\x) is a Gaussian cumulative distributed function with zero mean and variance one.
where ■ means that two random functions have the same finite joint distribution functions, i.e., WH v + r ) " &H (')} * s self-similar. Besides, another definition that will be applied is referred to as the entropy. Generally, the entropy im plies the Shannon entropy other than more generalized Renyi entropy [141. The entropy H\X) of discrete random variable X is < defined by [14] H{x)--yp(x)\ogp(x), (4) where S denotes the support set of random variable and p\x) the probability mass function. The differ ential entropy h\X) of a continuous random variable
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X with a density f(x) is defined as [14] h{x)=-J s f{x)\ogf{x)dx,
where S denotes the support set of random variable.
The differential entropy will be applied in this paper, since DFGN is a jointed Gaussian distributed. The en tropy possesses some properties:
This property implies that translation does not change the differential entropy.
(b)h(aX) = h(x) + \og\a\ and h{AX) = h{x)+\og\A\,
where \A\ is the absolute value of determinant. This property implies that a scaling factor just shift one constant up or down but does not change the form of curve.
(c)If X is a jointly Gaussian distributed, then the en tropy is h(x)^\o g (2^f\R\, (6) where R denotes the correlation matrix. Besides, since R is a Hermitian and Toeplitz matrix, we can use Levinson's algorithm [15] 
. 02 
where p k 's are the prediction error power for the fcth order linear predictor in Levinson's algorithm. For convenience to application, we normalize the entropy by a factor of N , data length, as 
±h(x) = ±(log{2jie) + ±\R\\,
which will be referred to as average entropy (a.e.) It is obvious that the average entropy is almost the same, as N is large enough. Fig. 1 illustrates the true and es timated average entropies for different H, where "true" and "estimated" imply that average entropies come from true and estimated ACF respectively. This figure shows that the maximum of entropy happens at H = 0.5. It is considerably reasonable, since the DFGN with H = 0.5 is white Gaussian noise. Intuitively, we anticipate that the entropy is symmetric with H = 0.5. However, this figure tells us it is asymmetric. For application, it can be imple mented as a four-step algorithm.
Algorithm
1. Select adequate data record, N, for real signal. 2. Estimate the ACF of real data by using a biased es timator, which is for k-0X--,N-l.
3.Calculate the prediction error powers p k 's by using estimated ACF via Levinson's algorithm. 4.Calculate the determinant of autocorrelation matrix, j/?j and average entropy using (11) and (12).
Applications
The entropy is sometimes used for medical signal classification and identification. For instance [16] , it facilitates the concept of symbolic dynamics, based on a coarse-graining of dynamics, to analyze the dynamic aspect of heart rate variability (HRV). These time se ries are first transformed into symbolic sequences with symbols from a given alphabet. Under this situation, some detailed information is lost in this procedure. However, the coarse dynamic behavior can be ana lyzed, since small changes of the process do not evi dently influence the results. Next, a few of symbols are combined into a sequence of words. Then using Shan non or Renyi entropies to calculate their entropies from the distribution of words. Higher values of these entropies posses higher complexity and lower values lower one. A low HRV is related to an increased risk for severe ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death (SCD). These phenomena are associated with a decreased complexity of beat-to-beat interval dynam ics.
In this work, we use the proposed method on the external urethral sphincter electromyogram (EUS EMG) of the intact rats under both room temperature and cold-water stimulation of the bladder and the SCI rats. Their EUS EMGs and average entropies are illus trated by Fig. 2-7. For Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 6 , we use the time series of EUS EMG for one complete cycle of micturition. For Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 , we use the following procedure to compute.
Procedure
1. Select the first 800 points (i.e., data records 7V=800) to calculate its average entropy by using prior algo rithm. 2. Shift time series to the right by 40 (i.e., 5 percent) points and select 800 points to calculate its average entropy. 3. Repeat Steps 1-2 until the number of remaining points is fewer than 800 points.
for k-0X--,N-l.
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RESULTS
Obviously, it is difficult to discriminate their dif ferences from the time series of the EUS EMG as shown by Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 6 , respectively. How ever, remarkable differences derived from our pro posed method are manifested. From Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 we find that the average entropies can give us enough information to discriminate among themselves. First, we consider the intact rats under room tempera ture. In Fig. 3, the 
DISCUSSION
From the time series, we cannot qualitatively dis criminate the differences among three cases proposed, let alone quantitatively. In this paper, we propose an algorithm by using the entropy of DFGN to solve the problem. As we know that the entropy can be applied to calculate the measure of uncertainty. The larger the entropy is, the more uncertain it will be. In the case of the rats under room temperature, the larger average en tropies during the filling and relaxing phases can be in terpreted as the muscle cells of EUS are not synergistic. 
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The lower average entropies during the voiding phase, however, can be interpreted as the muscle cells of EUS are more synergistic. Next, the situation of the rats un der cold-water stimulation is similar to the one of the rats under room temperature during filling and relaxing phases. But many troughs during voiding phase can be interpreted as the muscle cells of EUS are less syner gistic. As for the case of the SCI rats, the average en tropies having no distinct trough means that the coor dination mechanism is partly destroyed. From these re sults, we find that the synergia of the rats under room temperature is better than the one under cold-water stimulation, and much better than the one under SCI.
CONCLUSION
We have derived the entropy of DFGN and found that this entropy is useful for analysis on the EMG of EUS signals. These analyses indicate that the muscle cells of EUS during the filling, relaxing and voiding phases can be quantitatively described according to our proposed algorithm. These results, when compared with our previous works [1] [2], they are consistent and offer a different perspective from information the ory.
